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With recent amendments to OH&S standards, Kanga faced the 
challenge of ensuring compliance of their backhoes on mini skid 
loaders. The simple way for designers to make the backhoe 
attach to the front of mini loaders was through the use of the 
standard quick hitch universal front mounting plate. This required 
the operator to mount and sit above the mini loader. The system 
has now become obsolete with the introduction of more stringent 
regulations which require operators to wear seat belts and require 
the fitment of a cumbersome roll over protection canopy. In many 
ways, this takes away the versatility and easy to use advantage of 
the mini loader. 

The design team at Kanga were faced with new challenges of seats, 
seat belts and ROPS (roll over protective structure) canopies whilst 
maintaining the versatility and benefits offered by the mini loader. 
Above all, the main design criteria was to improve the original front 
hoe system which also disabled the automatic safety system and 
required removal of the attachment before any bucket work could 
be carried out. Design risk assessments and trials started and a 
solution began to emerge. Gymboled wheels were fitted along 
with controllable hydrostatic suspension and the Kanga mini skid 
loader became a six-wheeler with the backhoe fitted. The advanced 
engineering of the hydro-static suspension allowed all six wheels to 
remain firmly on the ground surface whilst driving through undulated 
surfaces and loading and unloading on trailer ramps.

For digging, the powered suspension forces the backhoe wheels 
downward in conjunction with forcing the loader bucket down 
to provide the best stabilisation of the entire loader and backhoe 
for digging operations. The resulting stability removed the need 
for additional use of side mounted stabilizers simplifying design 
and backhoe operation. From a safety perspective, the operator’s 
standing position maintains the integrity of auxiliary safety “cut 
out”, a core Kanga safety feature, and alleviates the need for seats, 
seat belts and roll cages. The operator’s standing position further 
enhances safety attributes of this machine enabling “down the hole” 
viewing as there are no blind areas. This is essential when identifying 
sewerage connections or underground services and cables.

A COMPLIANT SOLUTION
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DUMP ANGLE
Kanga’s better dump angle

and open bucket throat empties

every time and prevents wet

material sticking

‘ROLL BACK’
Kanga’s better designed bucket 

makes it easy to capture a 

full load & minimises spillage, 

travelling safely with bucket fully 

lowered, lowest centre of gravity

PLASTIC FUEL TANKS
Competitor’s has limited 

opertating range and ruptures 

easily. Needs refuelling everyday.

POOR WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION
Competitor’s counterweights

compensate for poor design

making digging & ground

penetration more difficult.

COATED STEP
Rubber step tread

has limited life.

COMPLEX CONTROLS
Competitor’s disorganised 

controls create confusion and 

make operator let go hand grips 

to operate some functions

SELF LEVELING
BUCKET

Kanga’s buckets ensure safe,

fast and easy operation without

the danger of load spillage

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Kanga’s design provides better

operator comfort and safety.

No engine between operator’s 

legs. Excellent operator 

protection when reversing or 

working in confined spaces.

HEAVY GAUGE STEEL
FUEL TANKS

Kanga’s twin 12gal (46L) capacity 

carry enough fuel for up to 3 

days operation

NO COUNTER WEIGHTS
Kanga’s integrated design

enhances digging performance.

NON-SLIP METAL STEP
Perforated Metal Step Tread tilts

for easy cleaning

SIMPLE CONTROLS
Kanga’s soft-touch

controls - even smoother

 to use. Less reach and

fatigue, more productive.

Standard design features such as Self Levelling Bucket, Superior Roll Back and 

dump angles, Biggest in Class Wheels and Torque, long range Fuel Tanks, Auto 

Auxiliary Power cut-out, best ground Clearance are all performance enhancing 

and Safety features make Kanga the World’s First and Best Mini Skid Loaders.

YOU ONLY PAY ONCE FOR QUALITY

AUTO AUXILIARY
CUT-OUT

Meets world best practice, OH&S 

safety standards. Shuts down 

auxiliary power should operator 

leave machine.
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What you cant see on a brochure



No overhung load. Load placed directly over bearings.

Longest possible life.

Advanced engineering design allows wheel load

to be placed directly over bearings, longest possible service life.

Larger wheel diameter allows stronger single piece

rim construction designed for purpose.

Zero over hang helps protect seal damage from stringy weeds,

stringy bark mulch, string and twine entanglement preventing

unnecessary maintenance and premature seal failures.

Simple well designed wheel motor installation allows quick

and simple servicing, wheel motor removal/replacement.

Kanga’s Advanced Engineering ensures long life and minimal

maintenance. Keeps you working longer.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Overhung load induces additional stress
and bearing load, poor service life, premature failure.

Poor design prohibits load from being placed directly over
bearings. Small wheel diameter also prohibits wheel from being 
centrally placed over bearings. (Wheel motor won’t fit inside wheel).

Massive wheel off set and small diameter requires wheel to be
constructed from 3 thin pressed steel pieces compromising best
design. Wheel nuts work loose.

Design again compromised by use of 10mm spacers which
further increase over hung load.

Offset wheel easily allows entanglement of stringy weeds, stringy
bark mulch, string and twine which leads to damaged shaft seals
causing serious oil leaks – costly maintenance.

Poor design means frequent time consuming and costly downtime
(lost production).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Bearing
centre line Wheel

centre line

175mm
170mm

10mm spacer

3 piece rim

Wheel
centre line

Bearing
centre line

Shaft seal exposed 
to stringy material 

entanglement, mud & dirt

400% overhung load

Shaft seal 
protected 

inside wheel

All machinery needs 
engineering strategies to 

place the least possible 
loads and stress on its 

components. Not all 
skid steer loaders are 
engineered the same



35º

Never misunderstand the importance of wheel/tyre combinations on 

earthmoving equipment. Often this critical point is overlooked by the 

perspective buyer/operator. Most of us know that optimal off-road 

performance of 4X4’s requires maximum ground clearance with big wheel/

off-road tyre combinations. This is even more critical with earthmoving 

machinery. Kanga’s engineers  have addressed the critical importance of 

wheels and tyres on earth moving machinery.

Kanga’s basic model line up is complemented by the best

wheel/tyre ground clearance combo possible.

Critical design points require:

n Best ground clearance

n Biggest wheel tyre combination

n No compromise on torque (pushing power)

n Strong heavy duty wheel construction

Every Kanga model benefits from no compromise design.

n Best in Class - Ground clearance

n Best in Class - Pushing Power

n Best in Class - Approach and departure  angles

n Best in Class - Traction

n Best in Class - Rough terrain and extreme condition performance

n Best in Class - Tyre life

n Best in Class - Load carrying stability

Horse power, hydraulic pressure and flow account for nothing if the wheel, 

tyre, torque combination is not right! Kanga’s “Advanced Engineering” 

working for you - 12” Heavy duty Skid Steer tyres. Largest in Class.

Advanced Engineering = Improved tyre life, traction, performance and 

reduces puncture risk.

THE WHEEL STORY

Kanga 6 + 8 Series loaders 
(operating weight 975 -1073 kg)

Kanga 5 Series loader 
(operating weight 860kg)

Kanga Kid 2 Series loader
(operating weight 546 kg)

Typical Competitor Comparison 
operating weight 1053kg one 

of the heaviest in class

12” heavy duty
bobcat tyres.

Largest in Class.

10” heavy duty lug
or turf tyres.

Largest in Class.

8” Heavy duty
wheel tyre combination.

Largest in Class.

Small 8” wheels
(compromised performance).
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Heavy duty and biggest tyres in Class = Exceptional performance. Picture shows
6 Series Kanga with 520 hours on trailer with unused spare. (Shows minimal wear
on tyres & no punctures as spare unused) Courtesy “Fusion Hire” Bathurst NSW.

0 300 600 900 1200

Series 2

Series 5

Series 6

Series 7 Fat Track

Series 8 Track Low Speed

Series 8 Track High Speed

kg of pushing power

Series 2

2 hydraulic motors running

independent and chain linked

 380kg pushing power

Series 5

4 hydraulic motors

 636kg pushing power

Series 6

4 hydraulic motors

 GA 624 - 659kg pushing power

 DA 625 - 743kg pushing power

Series 7 Fat Track

4 hydraulic motors

 GA 724 - 746kg pushing power

 DA 725 - 846kg pushing power

Series 8 Track Low Speed

4 hydraulic motors

 1011kg pushing power

Series 8 Track High Speed

4 Hydraulic motors

 590kg pushing power

PUSHING POWER - STUMP PULLING PERFORMANCE

40º 35º 25º

Ground clearance 185mm

Ground clearance 150mm

Ground clearance 135mm

Ground clearance 140mm



It all started three and half years ago when my mate was hiring a dingo at 
least 3 times a week to dig footings for sheds. He said to me that I should 
buy one of these machines 
and then he would give me 
all the work. That had me 
thinking. So I started with a 
John Deere tractor which I 
had my heart set on but the 
price just went through the 
roof, so I then rang Dingo for 
a price and their price was 
just over my budget. I tried to get them to drop the price but they wouldn’t 
come to the party. After that I didn’t know what I was going to do.

I was at work one day when I ran into my ex boss. He asked me what I’d 
been up to. I told him that I was thinking about buying a machine but that 
they’re out of my budget. He said to me: “Have you rang Kanga?” I said no 
I hadn’t. Then he told me that he saw an ad in the trading post that looked 
like it was a really good deal. So that same day I bought the trading post 
and yes it looked like just what I was after. 

When I got home I rang Kanga and asked for a price on certain items. As 
he told me over the phone it was like music to my ears. He said are you 
happy with that and I said “Yep, that sounds great!” After our chat over the 
phone, he asked me if I would like a demo. I thought that would be a good 
idea. Let’s see what this thing could do! So 
we arranged for him to come to 
my place with the machine in 
about two week’s time.

When he pulled into the 
driveway, I took one look 
at the machine and 
knew it was just what 
I was after.

It just looked better built and stronger, no plastic stuff.  He did the demo 
and I was so impressed with what it could do, I was sold on the spot! I 

have found the customer service to be the 
best I have experienced bar none. After 
purchasing the machine, Kanga contacted 
me regularly to see how I was going and 
to see if there was anything else they could 
help me with.

In recent times I have been dealing with 
Mark and Peter and they have been great 

to deal with also. Nothing is too much trouble. Whenever I get stuck with 
anything, I know I can always ring and they will help me wherever they 
can. I can honestly say that buying this machine (Kanga Loader… and 
attachments) is the best thing I have ever done. My business has gone 
from strength to strength, so much that I have just recently purchased my 
second kanga. This time I went for what I consider the best mini loader in 
the world, the MAXI TD825, this machine out performs anything else I have 
ever seen, it’s awesome. Everyone I do a job for is always impressed by this 
machine! I even kept my first machine as it made me so much money, I just 
couldn’t part with it.  If I ever needed to buy another machine, I wouldn’t 
hesitate to contact Kanga.

NELLO SORGIOVANNI
Satisfied Kanga Owner

I was so impressed with 
what it could do, I was 

sold on the spot!
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After trialing petrol and diesel powered Kanga 
Loaders over a 12 month period, Coates North 
has determined that the features and benefits of 
Kanga Diesel powered DA625 are the preferred 
mini loader choice for Coates North.

Benefits included lower operating and maintenance costs.

Diesel power reliability has ensured greater availability and extended 
plant life. Simple self levelling bucket operation and safety cut out device 
minimize operator risk.

Improved fuel management and recovery through accurate fuel gauges 
has reduced operating cost and fuel cost recovery from clients along with 
1500hr linkage pin & bush life contribute to improved bottom line profits.

Professional after sales service and spare parts compliment Kanga DA625 
in field performance.

This machine has been a god send for me and my company. As you know 
I have had a Kanga Kid Loader Kit and a Bobcat 463 for three years now. 
After the purchase of the 8 series 
Maxi, I have sold my Bobcat 463 
at a massive loss with only 400 
hrs on the clock. Whilst I can not 
complain about the reliability of 
the 463, it just did not serve me 
at all, other than being a easy 
wheelbarrow.

The Maxi can out-push, out-dig and out-manoeuvre the Bobcat 463 
in sand, soil, turf or on concrete any day of the week. I can step off the 
machine, without climbing in and out, unlocking lift arm and lowering the 
lift arm and then resetting hydro lock. No more sore backs and knees from 
getting thrown around the machine etc. I can climb off the Maxi after a big 
day and feel great, compared to hardly being able to walk.

The 2 speed hydraulics and quick unhitch in the Maxi save me so much 
time and money. The track system whilst simple in design (which 

means realistic maintenance costs), is amazing. Giving the Maxi 

ridiculous grip on steep, rough, wet terrain I could never go in my Bobcat 
or risk going there, which means I can take on more jobs, I was unable 

to access before. I have 360º vision of all 
points of the machine, which is so important 
in the tight access game. Sand, which was 
my dread in the Bobcat, is now a pleasure. 
I can go on and on about the features and 
benefits.

All I can say is congratulations, the Maxi is 
right on track for me. The old Saying “If you 

don’t evolve you dissolve!” is so true. The Kanga machines have come so 
far, it is amazing. I am constantly receiving comments from people saying “I 
can’t believe these machines, I always thought they were toys, until now!”

The Maxi can out-push,
out-dig & out-manoeuvre
any day of the week.

PAUL MAYCOCK
Principal

Allcoast Built Environments

WAYNE HARDING
Asset Manager

Coates North

Benefits included 
lower operating and
maintenance costs.
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Australian manufacturer of earth moving equipment and attachments, Kanga 
Loaders, has become one of the first OEMs in the world to implement 
groundbreak fittings.

With various Kanga product 
lines containing JIC fittings, 
the company identified the 
Flaretite as a necessary 
technology to advance the 
organisation’s engineering 
while gaining recognition 
for its determination as a 
responsible corporate citizen 
in the fight against pollution.

Director of Kanga Loaders, Mr Alan Porter, says technological advancements 
affecting the performance of flared fittings have been pretty much ignored for 
decades and many industries are using fittings from a past era.

“Original, flared fittings were developed decades ago when machinery 
pressure was about 2000psi (136 Bar),” said Mr Porter.

“Yet today’s hydraulic systems use up to 5000 psi (340 Bar) and the old-style 
flares were just a common product which nobody thought twice about 
improving.

“The ends of these tubes are cold formed (Industry Standard). This is not as 
accurate as machining.

Combined with today’s higher operating pressures, heat expansion and 
contraction and vibration on rigid connections. The potential for in service oil 

leaks was not uncommon occurring after hours 
of field use. Flaretite provides a flexible solution 
to rigid joint heat, vibration joint loosening and 
possible leakage by remaining flexible during 
the life of equipment eliminating the necessity 
of infield retightening thus avoiding costly down 
time and maintenance.

“There are four Kanga models in which we are 
introducing the technology 
on specific parts 
where steel tube is 

connecting to a fitting on hydraulic joints,” said 
Mr Porter.

When flaretite seals are installed 
on assembly they compress 
and provide a flexible leak free 
connection. This technology 
is helping our Company to not 
just build a better product for 
the customer but also make 
a contribution to a cleaner 
environment.

Kanga’s “Advanced Engineering” 
working for you.

Metal to metal 
seal across the 
face of the 
connection

Flare sleeve

Imperfection in tube 
flare sealed by coating

Imperfection in nipple 
sealed by coating

Patented sealing rings
of Flaretite Seal 
compared to match 
mis-alignment
of flared faces

Stamping

Coating

Tubing

Nipple 1 degree max 
mis-alignment

When flaretite seals are 
installed, they compress
and provide a permanent 
leak-free connection.
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Kanga Loaders is a safety conscious company and embraces modern concepts of  Risk Management, Workplace Health and Safety and as such 
makes every endeavour to design and manufacture safe, user friendly equipment.

n 15 minute safety and operational video and safety rules sheet

supplied with each new loader

n Self levelling bucket ensures safe, easy operation, especially

for handyman users (Industry first)

n Generous bucket “roll back” allows easy filling and safe

transportation without load spillage, arms fully lowered

(lower centre of gravity)

n Bucket safely sized to only carry maximum rated load.

(Wet gravel or sand)

n Counterweights not required. Loader remains safely in balance,

fully loaded or bucket removed.

n Safety relief valve prevents unsafe loading

n User friendly simple control panel

n Designed and built to European “CE” standards

(Certificate of Engineering)

n Mini Loader concept. First designed by Jaden Engineering

in 1981. World’s first “Stand-On” mini loader concept

n Safe rupture proof heavy gauge 3mm (1/8”) steel tanks

n Safe lifetime perforated non-slip operator’s platform free from hot

engine obstructions. Also provides safe auxiliary power

“cut out” (Industry first)

n Risk Assessment Studies, Risk Management procedures reduce

unnecessary exposure to risk. Kanga R&D Engineers continually

work towards cutting edge technologies to build easy to use safe

and productive equipment
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Engine 26 HP Oil flow
52.99 lpm at 3000 psi.
This oil flow/pressure
requires 28 HP

Only 1000 hour
service Intervals

Recently we spotted a competitor claiming that only 1,000 hour service

intervals were required. A very misleading claim. Some careful thinking

here will quickly show that this simply couldn’t be true. No responsible

heavy equipment manufacturer would ever make this claim.

Compare to a vehicle, car or truck. If you get a good run you can easily 

drive 1000 kilometres in 10 hours e.g. Gold Coast to Sydney.

Therefore divide 1000 service hours by 10 hours

= 100 trips to Sydney

100 x 1000 kilometres

= 100,000 kilometres

There is no vehicle or plant on the 

market where you service it every 100,000 

kilometres!

Today’s modern vehicles have service 

intervals up to 10,000 kilometres 

(approx 100 hours operation).

A basic Industry Standard.

Earthmoving equipment operates 

in a much harsher environment 

than cars and trucks and would 

benefit greatly from shorter 

service intervals.

(Kanga Service interval 100 hours)

Put simply this claim by competitor stated flow cannot be used to 

drive any one function otherwise the engine will stall due to insufficient 

power to the drive hydraulic pump.

They get away with the shortfall in engine horsepower because they 

cannot use 52.99 lpm for any one function, but can only use a portion 

of this flow by selecting 1 of either 2 pump sections which results in

a reduced flow which the engine is capable of driving.

Kanga’s DL825 2 speed has 2 hydraulic pumps.

This is necessary to provide the 2 speed function as the hydraulic 

circuit is different to the TD825.

So if we take the combined pump flows which equal 56 lpm and 

operating pressure of 3400 psi we would make the same comparative 

claim that competitor* uses and say we have 56 lpm at 3400 psi.

Remember, if an engine is easily stalled during work operations it 

is because it’s overloaded as the engine does not develop enough 

horsepower to drive the hydraulic pump(s).

Stalling an overloaded engine will dramatically shorten engine life due 

to overload internal stresses.

* Final Trim vol 39 July - Aug’06

“World’s Best Practice” standards include:



The final result from the trenching demo/test was:

TRENCHING

KANGA
TD825

DINGO
K94

BOXER
Brute

BOBCAT
463

TORO
Tx425

VERMEER
S600 tx

TORO
TX420

FINN
244D

POSITION FINISHED 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

DEPTH OF TRENCH 600mm 600mm 600mm 500mm 400mm 600mm 500mm n/a

WIDTH OF TRENCH 150mm 150mm 150mm 150mm 150mm 150mm 150mm 150mm

LENGTH OF TRENCH 12500mm 10000mm 10000mm 9000mm 8500mm 6000mm 6000mm 5000mm

TRENCHING

KANGA
GA524

DINGO
K93

FINN
204

POSITION
FINISHED 1 2 3

DEPTH OF 
TRENCH 570mm 540mm 540mm

WIDTH OF 
TRENCH 150mm 150mm 150mm

LENGTH OF 
TRENCH 6000mm 6000mm 5000mm

The second task was the 600mm post hole, the results from the post hole demo/test was:

POST HOLING

KANGA
TD825

DINGO
K94

BOXER
Brute

FINN
244D

TORO
TX425

BOBCAT
463

VERMEER
S600 tx

TORO
TX420

POSITION FINISHED 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -

AUGER SIZE 600mm 600mm 600mm 600mm 600mm 600mm 600mm -

DEPTH OF HOLE 1050mm 940mm 940mm 900mm 900mm 500mm 290mm -

The day began about 9:00 am with all the major suppliers arriving 
to set up their displays. The event formally began at 10:00 am with 
static displays. Customers & hire companies could move freely 
through the equipment and speak with the suppliers.

The first of the digging demo’s was the trenching task.
The basic rules were 150mm chain, 600mm deep into the ground.
The second test was the post hole task, a 600mm Auger straight 
into the ground.

There was a late addition to the timetable for the afternoons demo’s.
There was a request for a small loader trench off. So three loaders
were involved Kanga GA524, Dingo K93 and the Finn 204.

The end result was:

For more information or a DVD of the event please contact
your nearest Kanga dealer.
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HRIA - GEELONG DEMO DAY WITH MINI LOADERS
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SELF LEVELLING BUCKET
Advanced Engineering Design Allows Excellent bucket roll back 
and dump angles makes filling bucket fast and easy, even for the 
handyman. Minimises spillage while travelling “Industry Best”.

1500 HOURS LIFE
Greasable linkage pins with hardened steel bushes
with proven longer life.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Better operator protection, comfort and safety.

LARGE STEL TANK
Steel fuel tank capacity 46L (12gal) gives up to 3 days operation
compared to competitor plastic tanks.

OVERLOAD PROTECTION
Safe working load 260kg vs. bucket “break out force” 600kg with
overload protection. Compares with much larger machines. 
Bobcat 453 -545kg and Case 1818 – 542kg.

HYDRAULIC RESERVOIR
largest by industry standards 70-90L (dependant on model)
with duel pressure and return line filters, control oil condition
for longer life.

SINGLE LIFT POINT
Ideal for fitting on and off transport, roof tops or into inaccessible

places. Even used for helicopter transportation.

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

NO COUNTERWEIGHTS

Best design by Industry standards. Excellent weight distribution

requires no counterweights. Improves ground penetration and 

digging through the elimination of rear counterweights.

(The use of counterweights reduces downward cutting pressure

at the cutting edge, severely limiting digging ability).

ADVANCED ENGINEERING

Risk Assessment Studies, Risk Management procedures reduce 

unnecessary exposure to risk. Kanga R&D Engineers continually 

work towards cutting edge technologies to build OH&S

compliant, easy to use safe and productive equipment etc.

AUTOMATIC AUXILIARY POWER “CUT OUT”

Auxiliary power cut-out ensures safer operation. OH&S compliant 

(Industry first)

n

n

n

Service costs are directly related to engineering quality. Kanga’s 
advanced engineering ensures maintenance and service cost
savings because of:

1 Hydraulic fluid. High volume reservoir capacity, dual filtered,
pressure and return filters control oil condition to best industry
standards.*

2 Thermostatically controlled hydraulic oil coolers control operating
temperatures under all conditions.

3 1500 hr pins and linkage life (greasable hardened steel bushes).**

4 Higher CCA battery rating ensures larger life of starter motor
and electric components.

5 No exposed drive chains and sprockets to replace.***

6 Heavy Duty Donaldson Air Cleaners standard equipment
(Industry best).

Kanga’s “Advanced engineering” working for you.

You only pay once for Quality!

SERVICE COST
COMPARISON

* Kanga’s QA system continually monitors oil cleanliness during manufacture

** World’s best practise manufacturers such as Caterpillar, CASE, JCB, Komatsu, Bobcat 
etc all use greasable linkage pin systems for maximum service life.

*** 4 Hydraulic wheel motors ensure virtually life time maintenance-free operation.

LIKE DOING YOUR OWN SERVICING?

WANT GENUINE FACTORY SPARE PARTS?

ASK ABOUT OUR CUSTOMISED DIY

SERVICE KITS TO SUIT EACH AND EVERY KANGA MODEL

Contact your nearest Kanga Dealer

COLOUR CODED AUXILIARY POWER QRC’S FOR QUICK,
CORRECT CONNECTION OF ATTACHMENT HOSES.



With more and more stringent OH&S rules continuing to emerge and an 
industry shortage of reliable manual labour, Kanga Loaders have developed 
an industry specific remote (radio) controlled mini skid steer loader developed 
for mining and extractive industries.

Driven by the high cost of heavy manual (and sometimes unreliable) labour 
with questionable productivity, Kanga design Engineers faced new challenges 
to develop a highly user friendly and OH&S compliant machine to carry out, 
site maintenance in and around conveyors, screening and crushing plants, 
conveyor junctions and transport terminals etc.

Round the clock mining operations which often required 24 -365 mine 
production was a prime consideration.

Establishing design criteria identified that most maintenance and clean 
up operations occurred in highly hazardous areas, sometimes requiring 
unscheduled plant shut down. The Kanga design team went to work 
developing a radio controlled loader that could operate in hazardous areas 
without operator presence avoiding risk exposure to personnel and costly 
plant shut down.

Design criteria required an extremely low height profile of 1000mm or less
to enable working under conveyors, crushers, screens and such like,
capable of working in the most confined space areas.

Designated the D800R (at just 1000mm high and 1020mm wide)  and is built
to almost indestructible standards, designed to withstand accidental rollover 
and the harshest of environments.

Built from the parts bins of the conventional Kanga Loaders for ease of 
manufacture and spares support the Kanga D800R is powered by Kubota’s 
world wide proven 3 cylinder water cooled 25HP diesel engines.

The D800R’s productivity is assured, easily out performing the fittest work 
teams without any exposure to workplace accidents, risks or injuries. 

Currently there are 2 units in operation with more in the pipeline.

Kiln Services WA have several contracts working under and around live 
machinery in cement and mining plants at Munster, Kalgoorlie and Kwinana in 
W.A. While another unit is in operation at a Whyalla S.A. steel plant.

The Kanga  D800R is your solution to work site, manual labour productivity, 
risk management and hazardous area safety. 

A COMPLIANT SOLUTION TO HEAVY MANUAL 
LABOUR AND HAZARDOUS AREA CLEAN UP


